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The quasi conformal metric introduced by Kuusalo [5] seems to me useful
for studying the w-dimensional quasiregular mappings but has not ever been
fully utilized in these connections except what are found in V.M. GoΓdsteinS.K. Vodop'yanov [2] and H. Tanaka [14].
In this paper we shed light on some features of quasiconformal metrics on
subdomains of Rn and apply those to quasiregular mappings to obtain several
important properties of them, among others, a characterization for quasiregularity which comes to a generalization of the result in O. Martio, S. Rickman
and J. Vaisala [6, Theorem 7.1]. Most of the statements in the sequel remain
to hold in Rn, but we often confine ourselves to Rn in order to avoid inessential
complexities in technique.

1. Notations and terminologies
Rn (n>2): the ^-dimensional euclidean space.
Rn: the one point compactification of Rn.
ma\ the α-dimensional HausdorfΓ measure.
m=mn: the ^-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
q: the spherical metric.
For a point x^R", the coordinates of x are denoted by xι> •••, xn and \x\
is the euclidean norm.
Let E be a subset of Rn, then Ey dE, Ec denote the closure, the boundary,
the complement of E respectively, all taken with respect to Rn.
Given two sets E, FczRn, d(E, F) is the euclidean distance between E and
F, d(E) is the euclidean diameter of E and E\F is the set-theoretical difference.
Suppose given a non-empty compact proper subset E of Rn and an open
set G C Rn> including £*, then we call the pair (E, G) a condenser and we may
define the (conformal) capacity cap(Z?, G) as the (conformal) modulus of the
family of all paths connecting E and dG in G (cf. [3]). If E=φ or 9G=φ,
then we set cap(Z?, G)=0.
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A compact proper subset E of Rn is said of capacity zero if cap(2?, G)=0
for some open set GaRn such that EdG and GΦΪ? Λ , otherwise of positive
capacity. A subset E of Rn is of capacity zero if and only if all compact subsets of E are of capacity zero, or else E is of positive capacity. We refer to
[6], [10] for the properties of the capacities.
2. Quasiconformal metrics
Let G be a domain in Rn. Given two points X J E G , the quasiconformal
distance cG(x, y) between x and y, relative to G, is defined by
CG{X>

y) = ίπf cap(£", G),

where the infimum is taken over all continua E in G, which contain both x and
y. It is easy to see that cG is a pseudometric and a conformal invariant. According to [5] we call cG a quasiconformal metric.

From the definition of quasiconformal metrics and the properties of condenser capacities follows immediately the following
Proposition 1. Let G, Gf be domains in Rn such that GczG'.

Then

cG(x, y)>cG'{x, y)
for any two points x,

y^G.

Proposition 2. Let G be a domain in Rn and let F be a set closed relative to
G, which is of capacity zero. Then
CG\A*>

y) = cc(χ> y)

for any two points x,
REMARK 1. Note that G\F is also a domain since F is of (n— l)-dimensional Hausdorίf measure zero ([10, Corollary 1 of Theorem 8], [4, Corollary 1
of Theorem IV 4 and Theorem VII 3]).

Proof of Proposition 2. Let x, y^G\F
and let E be an arbitrary continuum in G, which contains both x and y. Select a non-increasing sequence
{Dj}γ of subdomains of G such that each Dj is relatively compact in G and
Π Dj=E.

Then for each j , we can find a path Ύj joining * with y in Dj\F

since Dj\F is a domain (Remark 1) and x, y^Dj\F.
From the properties of condenser capacities we obtain
=cap(|γ; |,G)
<cap(D,,G),
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where 1γ; | is the locus of γ,-.
Lettingj-^oo, since lim caρ(D
caρ(D;;,, G)=caρ(Z?,
G) ([6, Lemma 5.7]), we have
G)=ca
?, G),
from which it follows that
CG\F(X, y)<cG(x,

y).

The reverse inequality is derived from Proposition 1.

q.e.d.

Theorem 1 (cf. [5, Theorem 2]). Let G be a domain in Rn. Then either
cG is a metric or cG equals identically to zero according as Gc is of positive capacity
or not. Furthermore whenever cG is a metric, the topology induced by cG is equivalent to the one induced by q and the identity mapping of G is the uniformly continuous mapping of the metric space (G, cG) onto the metric space (G, q).
Proof. If Gc is of capacity zero, then cap(#, G)=0 for all continua E
in G, hence cG(x, y)=0 for all xy y^G.
If Gc is of positive capacity, then [7, Lemma 3.11] proves that cG is a metric
and the identity mapping of G is the uniformly continuous mapping of (G, cG)
onto (G, q). Now for every x&G with xφoo and all y^{y^Rn:
\x—y\<
d(x9 dG)}, we have
cG(x, y) < c a p ( 5 > , | y-x \), Bn(x, d(x, dG))

where B\x, r)={%^Rn:
sphere.

\%—x\<r} and ωn-x is the area of the unit (n— 1)-

Suppose OOGΞG.

If we set φ(x)—

have

, then since φ is conformal, we
I xI

co{<*>,y) =
for all y<=Bn(r)% where Bn(r) is a ball with the center 0 such that Bn(r)c(zG.
These inequalities imply that the topology induced by cG is weaker than the
one induced by q, which completes the proof.
Here we refer to two estimates of quasiconformal metrics from below.
From [6, Lemma 5.9] we have the following
Proposition 3. Let G be a domain in R" with m(G)< <χ>. Then
CG{XyyY

l

-

K

~ m ^
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where bn is the constant in [6, Lemma 5.9].

for all x9 y^G9

Proposition 4. If G is a domain in Rn with a continuum C c9G,
then

for all Xy y^G,

where cn is the constant in [16, Theorem 10.12].

Proof. Let E be an arbitrary continuum in G, containing x, y. Select
two points ^ G ί 1 , x2^C with \x1—x2\=d(E> C) and let x0 be the midpoint
of the line segment joining xλ with x2. Then we see easily that both E and
C meet Sn~\xQ, r) = dBn(xOyr) for each r, r1<τ<r2,
where r1 = 2-1d(E) C),
2
2
1
r2=2-Wd(E, C) +2δ and δ=2- min{έ/(E), J(C)}. Hence if we let Γ be
the family of all paths connecting E and C in Bn(x0, r2)\Bn(xQy rx), then using
[16, Theorem 10.12], we obtain the following estimate of the modulus M(Γ).

> 2~*c 8loirΓl I m i π { |r *f - j | V ( C
" L ^2min{d(*,C ) ,d(y>
Since Γ is minorized by the family Γ of all paths connecting E and 3G
in G, we have
cap(£, G) = M(Γ)>M(Γ)
+

2

1

2 min { φ , C)) 2,rf(y C) 2 } J '

from which the required inequality follows.

q.e.d.

Corollary 1. Suppose that G is a domain in Rny all of whose boundary
components contain at least two points. Then cG is a metric and the set
{y^G:
cG(x, y)<r} is compact for any x^G and any r > 0 . Therefore (G, cG) is a complete metric space.
EXAMPLE 1.

^»=0

for all x,

y^Rn.

2. If G is a bounded domain in i?n, then cG is a metric since
G is of positive capacity. Moreover (G, cG) is a complete metric space whenever 9G is a continuum.
EXAMPLE

c

EXAMPLE

3.

It is known by Gehring that
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for all Λ efi", where Bn is the unit ball and J(\x\)={y<=Bn:
y2=... =yn=0}.
From this relation we have

max L
I

°

\X\/

)

~

'

V--1.-1 V~o
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^

where λΛ is a constant depending only on n and ωw_i is the area of the unit sphere.
3.

Quasiregular mappings

In the following the notation/: G->Rn always implies that G is a domain
in Rn and / is a continuous mapping of G into i?n, unless otherwise stated.
Given/: G->Rn, we employ the following notations:

£(*>/> 0 = s u P ί 1/00-/0*01: Ij—^1=^} for x^Rn andr>0;
jΓ(^/)=limί

r ίM f *Λ

where the supremum is taken over all regular sequences of closed sets tending
to x in the sense explained in [13];
N(y, /, A) is the cardinal number of {#^^4: f(χ)=y) for any y^Rn and

any AdG;
N(fiA)=sup{N(yJyA):y^Rn}

for any AdG;

Given an arbitrary relatively compact subdomain D in G and any yφ^(3Z>),
μ(y, /, Z>) denotes the topological index in the sense stated in [9] (cf. [6], [10]);
f'(x) denotes the Jacobian matrix whenever all partial derivatives exist at x;
| / ' ( * ) | = β u p { | / ' ( * ) * | :*<=*", | A | = 1 } .
n
According to [6] we say t h a t / i s quasiregular if / is ACIf and \f'(x)\ <
Kdetf'(x) a.e. in G for some constant K>\. We refer to [6], [10] for the
basic properties of quasiregular mappings. Here we quote only the following
fundamental facts.
If / : G ->Rn is a non-constant quasiregular mapping, then / is sense-preserving, discrete and open, and hence/(G) is a domain. " / is sense-preserving"
means that μ(yy /, D)>0 for every relatively compact subdomain D in G and
for all y<=f(D)\f(dD). Let (£, D) be an arbitrary condenser in G, i.e. DdG,
then the inequality

holds and further

cap(£, D)^K0(f)N(f> D) cap(f(E),f(D))
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also holds if D is a normal domain for /, that is, D is a relatively compact subdomain of G and /(9D)-=9/(Z)), where K^f), K0(f) are the inner, the outer
dilatation of / respectively. From the above capacity inequalities we obtain
easily the following
Theorem 2. Letf: G->Rn be a quasiregular mapping. Then

for any two domains DdG, D'i)f(D) and for all x, y^D.
constant and D is a normal domain for /, then
inf {cD(xy Jf): ytΞf-\f{y))}

<K0(f)N(f

Further if f is not

D)cf(D)(f(x)J(y))

for any x,
2. L e t / be a mapping of a domain D into a domain D1'.
pose that there exists a constant K>0 with the property:
REMARK

(*)

cD,(f(x),f(y))<KcD{x, y)

for all x, y^D

Sup-

.

If cDf is a metric, then/ is continuous. Furthermore if cDy cD' are metrics, then
/ is a uniformly continuous mapping of (D, cD) into (D\ cDs) and hence/ is also
a uniformly continuous mapping of (Z), cD) into (Rtt, q) (Theorem 1).
The condition (*) assures the quasiregularity for mappings under some
assumptions. To see this, we need some preliminaries.
Given/: G->i?n, we say, according to [9], that/is locally of bounded variation in the Banach sense (briefly, locally BVB in G) if I N(y, f D)dm(y) <oo
for every relatively compact subdomain D of G.
Suppose that/: G-^>Rn is locally BVB and that D is a relatively compact
subdomain of G. Set

Φ,(£, D) = \RnN(y,f, DnPϊ\E))dm(y)
for each i, \<i<n, and for Borel sets E in P{{D), where P, is the orthogonal
1
projection of R" onto i?Γ ={Λ;eΛ": *'=()}. Then Φ,(£, Z>) is a countably
additive set function of Borel sets in P{(D). The (symmetrical) derivative
Φί(s.Z)) of <£>;(£,/>), i.e.

exists and is finite τraM_ra.e. in P, (Z)).
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Lemma 1 (cf. [6, Lemma 2.17]). Let f: G->Rn be locally BVB.
exists a constant c>0 such that
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If there

[ Σ d(f(Aj))Y<cΦ'i(z, Q)\Σ miiΔΛ]"-1

(#)

1

1

for each relatively compact open n-interval Q in G, each i, \<i<n, ax. z^P{(Q)
and any disjoint finite sequence {Au •••, Ak} of closed subίntervals of QΓ[Pjι{z\
thenfisACU.
Proof. The proof is much the same as that of [6, Lemma 2.17].
It is easy to see that / is ACL. To prove that / is ACL", since the situation is the same in any case, it is sufficient to show that 3/n is integrable on
dx
each relatively compact open w-interval Q in G.
Suppose Q—QoXj, where Qo is an open (ft—l)-interval in Rn~ι and / is
an open 1-interval in Rι. Set
g(*> u) =

j(x, u) = ΐ

*, u)

(W

1 ^ , u+t) I dt

for each positive integer j with 0<—<d(Q y 9G), whenever these make sense.
J
Then we see, as in [6], that g, gj are all measureble in Q and
(1)

a.e. in QQ

gj(*> u) -+ g{z, u)

for a.e.
Now given each « G / and each/, we set

FaJ(E) = Φn(E, ρ β x ( « - j-, u+ j-))
for Borel sets E in Qo.

Since F£j(z)<oo

a.e. in QQ the condition (#) implies

that f(z, t) is absolutely continuous on \u
1

for a.e. z^Q0.

a.e. in QB.

( 2)

Hence we obtain

Integrating over Qo

f gi(z, u)"dmUz)<c{ \

JQo

2

JQQ

FU

, u~\
J

1 as the function of t
J

J

(—2 N""
j

1
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'f'

Q o X

(*~~^

for each u
If we let

for Borel sets EaJ> then Ψ is countably additive for Borel sets in J and hence
the derivative Ψ\u) of Ψ exists and is finite a.e. in / . For u^J such that
(1) holds and Ψ\u) exists, Fatou's lemma and (2) yield
I g(zy u)ndmn-.ι{z)<Yιm'mϊ

JQ0

\ gj(z,

j+™

JQ0

u)ndmn-x{z)

=cψ'(u).
Integrating over /, we have
( g(x)ndm(x)<c[
JQ

Ψ'hήdmJu)
JJ

<CΨ(J)

which completes the proof.
n

Lemma 2. Given f: G^R , if there exists a constant K>0 such that the
property (*) is satisfied for any two domains DaG, D'Z)f(D), then

for all x^:Gf

Proof.

where K is a constant depending only on ny K.

Given X G G and r, 0 < r < — d ( x , 3G), choose y^G

such that

\x—y\=r and \f(x)—f(y)\ =L(x,f> r). Let Jr be the line segment joining x
with y and set Dr={z(=Rn: d(z, Jr)<r}.
If Dr is an arbitrary domain containing f(Dr), then the condition (*) and
Proposition 3 yield

QUASICONFORMAL METRIC AND ITS APPLICATION
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L(x,f,r)"_ \f(x)-f(y)\"
r"

r"
D')

,

.._,

K

"'

It is easy to see that both cDr{x> y) and —^-^ are constant for all x, r and y which
are taken as above.

cDr(xy y)—±~1 and if we bring Dr arbitra-

Set K—

rily close to f(Dr), then we have

L{x,f,
t*

~

r)»<fLm{f{Dr))<ί,m{fφ)
m(Dr) ~

m{Dr)

Obviously, K depends only on n, K.
Letting r —> 0, we obtain

L{x,fY<Kj(xJ).
q.e.d.
Theorem 3. Suppose that f: G->Rn is as in Lemma 2. If f is sense-preserving and locally BVB, then f is quasiregular.
Proof. First of all we assert that / is ACLΛ To do so, we have only
to show that there exists a constant c>0 with the property in Lemma 1. Let
Q be an arbitrary open ^-interval with Q c G . Fix /, l<i<n, and let z^P^Q)
with Φ'i(z, Q)<°°'
Given any disjoint finite sequence {Au •••, Ak} of closed
subintervals of Pj1(z)Γ\Q, set Djr={x^Rn:
d(x, Aj)<r} for each./, l<j<k,
and for r > 0 . Let D'jfr be an arbitrary domain containing f(Dj r) whenever
Suppose that r is so small as the following properties hold:
for each j \ l<j<k; Dlry * -yDkr are disjoint; r<nmx{A3) for all j ,
Then owing to the manner in which r was chosen we have

for each/ (7=1, •••, k) and all x>
On the other hand Proposition 3 yields

DjraQ
\<j<k.
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By these two inequalities and the condition (*) we obtain

for all x, y^Aj 0 = 1, *•',&), where cλ is a constant depending only on ny K.
It follows from this inequality that

for each j" (.7=1, •••, k).
Summing over ϊ<j<k

and using Holder's inequality, we have

where c depends only on n, K.

Now
1

Jf(Dj,r)

Urn

N(y,f,Du)dm(y)
Rn

N{yJ,Qr\P7\B»-\z,r)))dm{y)

= Φi(B"-\z,r),Q).7\B»-\
Hence

Thus letting r->0, we obtain

from which it follows that / i s ACL* (Lemma 1).
Since / is continuous and sense-preserving, / is monotone in the sense
that if D is an arbitrary relatively compact subdomain of G, then the unbounded
connected component of f(dD)c contains no point of f(D). Hence all components of / are monotone functions in the sense of Lebesgue. It is known
that a monotone continuous ACLΛ-function is differentiate almost everywhere in the domain of the function ([11]). So / is differentiate a.e. in G,
from which it follows that L ( Λ ? , / ) = \f'(x)\ and J(χff)—det/'(#) ( a s / is sensepreserving), a.e. in G. Consequently Lemma 2 implies that

QϋASICONFORMAL METRIC AND ΪTS APPLICATION
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a.e. in G, where K. depends only on n> K, which concludes the proof.
3. If/: G->Rn is sense-preserving, discrete and open, t h e n / is
locally BVB in G, since N(f A)<oo for every relatively compact subset A
of G ([6, Lemma 2.12]). Hence the above Theorem 3 generalizes a part of
the Theorem 7.1 in [6].
REMARK

As applications of the preceding results we prove alternatively the several
known properties of quasiregular mappings.
Theorem 4. Let f: G-^Rn be a non-constant quasiregular mapping. If
G is of capacity zero, thenf(G)c is also of capacity zero.
c

Proof.

On account of Theorem 2,

holds for any xf y^G.
The right-hand side of this inequality is always zero
since cG is identically equal to zero (Theorem 1). Hence cf(G)(f(x),f(y)) —0
for all Λ J G G . Therefore if cf(G) is a metric, that is, f(G)c is of positive capacity, then / is constant, which comes to a contradiction. Thus f(G)c is of capacity zero.
q.e.d.
Theorem5 ([7, Theorem3.17]). Let G, G' be domains in Rn and let K>\
be a constant. Suppose that Grc is of positive capacity. Then a family of quasiregular mappings f of G into G' such that Kj{f)<K
is equicontinuous if we consider G' as a metric space with the metric q.

Proof. If Gc is of capacity zero, then all mappings belonging to the family
in the theorem are constant and hence the theorem is trivial. Suppose that
c
G is of positive capacity. Given JίGG and £>0, choose ^ > 0 such that
cG'(%> y)<η implies q(%, $)<S.
If U is a neighbourhood of x such that
cG(x> y)<~ for all j>e U, then q(f(x),f(y))<£
K
under consideration and for all y^U.

for any / belonging to the family
q.e.d.

Theorem 6 ([7, Theorem 4.1]). Let G be a domain in Rn and let F be a
relatively closed subset of G3 which is of capacity zero. Suppose thatf: G\F->Rn
c
is a quasiregular mapping for which f(G\F)
is of positive capacity. Then f is
n
uniquely extended to a continuous mapping / : G->R such that the restriction f* of
fto G\f~\oo) is quasiregular. Furthermore K0(f*)=K0(f)
and
KI(p)=KI{f).
Proof. If Gc is of capacity zero, then (G\F)C=GC{JF is also of capacity
zero. Hence / is constant or else a contradiction arises (Theorem 4), from
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which the theorem is obvious. Hereafter we suppose that Gc is of positive
capacity. Further we may assume that / is not constant. Then / is a uniformly continuous mapping of (G\F, cG) into (Rn, q) (Remark 2) as cG\F=cG
on G\F.
Since G\F is dense everywhere in G and (R", q) is a complete
metric space,/is uniquely extended to a continuous mapping / : G->Rn.
f(F)
contains no non-empty open set, because owing to the way of path lifting ([12])
and a modulus inequality under quasiregular mappings ([8]), we can show that
f(F) is of capacity zero. Therefore since F is O-dimensional, it follows from
[15, Theorem 9 and Corollary to Theorem 4] that / is locally sense-preserving
discrete, open, and hence / * is sense-preserving, locally BVB (Remark 3) as
the local sense-preservingness implies obviously the sense-preservingness.
To see that / * is quasiregular, it remains to be proved that the condition
(*) holds for a constant K>0.
Let DaG\f'\oo)9
D'z>f*(D) be any domains.
Then we have
cD'{f{x), f(y)) £c,lBSF){f(x),

f(y))

<^/(/KΛF(*,J)

=Kl(f)cB{xty)
for all x, y^D\F,

and hence

for all xy y^D since F Γ\D is nowhere dense in Zλ It is obvious that
=K0(f)y Ki(f*)=Kj(f),
since F Πf~\°°) is of Lebesgue measure zero,

K0(f*)
q.e.d.

REMARK 4. The / in Theorem 6 is, in fact, quasimeromorphic in the
sense stated in [7].
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